In situ single-unit recording of hypothalamic hamartomas under endoscopic direct visualization.
Hypothalamic hamartomas (HHs) are associated with refractory epilepsy and are amenable to surgical treatment. The gelastic seizures associated with HHs originate within the HH lesion, but the responsible cellular mechanisms are unknown. Microelectrode patch-clamp recordings from HH neurons in resected slice preparations show that small HH neurons spontaneously fire with intrinsic pacemaker-like activity. We questioned whether spontaneous firing of HH neurons was present in situ, and we hypothesized that single-unit field recordings from HH tissue could be obtained with instrumentation passed through the endoscope before surgical resection. After informed consent was obtained, patients undergoing transventricular, endoscopic resection of an HH for intractable epilepsy were eligible for study. After placement of the endoscope, a bundled microwire (total of 9 contacts) was placed into the HH under direct visualization. Spontaneous activity was recorded for two or three 5-minute epochs, under steady-state general anesthesia. The wire was advanced 0.5 to 1 mm within the lesion between recording epochs. A total of thirteen 5-minute recordings were obtained from 5 patients. Noise levels were comparable to extraoperative microwire recordings for temporal lobe epilepsy. Single-neuron spike activity was isolated from a total of 5 channels obtained during recording of 3 sessions in 3 patients. We have shown that single-unit recordings from HH lesions can be successfully obtained in situ under direct endoscopic visualization. We believe that this is the first report using the working channel of a neuroendoscope to make physiological recordings of deep structures in humans.